All items listed can be purchased at our Museum gift shop during normal business
hours
“Turlock Historical Record”
The Turlock Historical Society publishes this newsletter 4 times
each year. It updates our members about upcoming events, new
members, contributions, short articles and biographical sketches. It is mailed
to our members.
Cost from $1.00 to $2.00

“Turlock Pioneer”
The Pioneer is published once each year and sent to our members. The
Pioneer contains in-depth articles about specific families, groups or
locations.
Cost from $1.00 to $7.50

“That Convers Kid”
This book was written by Howard Convers, a former Turlocker. His
recollections about growing up are told in his own words and some of the
pictures in the book were provided by the Turlock Historical Society. We
also have a few copies of Convers’ second book about Oregon.
Cost $15.00

“Flight to Anywhere”
Written by Mark Farmer, a Turlocker, whose mother, Ruth Farmer, had a
local dress shop. After high school, Mark joined the military and became a
navigator. His book tracks his career from the times when physical views of
the stars helped plot their course to the computer age in commercial aviation.
Cost $16.25
“Images of America” Turlock, CA
This is a pictorial history of Turlock from about 1850 to 1950. The
book was authored by Kristen Santos and her mother, Phyllis Soderstrom
and Thea Harris and her daughter Monica Harris. All four are charter
members of the historical society.
Cost $21.45

Emanuel Hospital Bricks
When the Emanuel Hospital on Canal Drive was torn down, the City
authorized each non-profit organization that wished bricks to have 1,000 to
be used by the organization as they saw fit. We
decided to wrap ours like a present, placing an authentication card on the top
that includes the seal of the old hospital.
Cost $10.00

“Turlock, California A Pictorial History, 1950-2005”
This is the second pictorial history by Kristen Santos, Phyllis Soderstrom,
Thea Harris and Monica Harris. It continues some of the same themes of the
first book and chronicles the last half of the 20th century. The book was
completed in time for the centennial of incorporation in 2008.
Cost $21.45

Holiday Keepsake Ornaments
For 2011, the Society has chosen to honor the 100th anniversary of the
Stanislaus County Fair on its commemorative ornament. The hand-painted
glass ornaments depict the Legion Field Gates of the fairgrounds on the front
and the Fair’s origin as the Melon Carnival on the back.
Cost $25.00

“Marcie and Rick” Children’s Book
This book has been sold for a number of years at the McHenry Museum. It
is written for children and the story is about two children traveling to Turlock
and learning all about the town.
Cost $4.00

Museum Note Cards – individual or 6 pack
This note card is an original drawing by the late Ivan Lowe, (one of our
former Board members) of the front of the Museum building at 108 S. Center
Street.
Cost $1.50

.

Turlock High School Note Cards – individual or 6 pack
This note card of the old Turlock High is an original drawing by Viola
Sonntag, (Ivan’s art teacher). Sonntag was an art instructor at Turlock High
1926-39 and mother of our Museum Coordinator.
Cost $1.50

Yosemite Note Cards – individual
These color photograph note cards are hand mounted by the photographer,
Jacoba Wilbers, a long-time Stanislaus County resident and friend of our
Museum Coordinator.
Cost $4.00

“Images of America”, Yosemite Valley
This is a pictorial history by Leroy Radanovich about the Yosemite
Valley. With a National Park so close to Turlock, it seemed appropriate to
have the book in our gift shop. The book has public and private photographs
that trace the history of Yosemite from the time of the native Americans to
1938.
Cost $21.45
“Streams in a Thirsty Land”
“Streams in a Thirsty Land”, a narrative history of Turlock was originally
printed in 1971 for the Centennial celebration of the 100th anniversary of the
founding of Turlock. The primary author of the book was Helen Hohenthal.
Helen came to Turlock because her father was transferred here by the Santa
Fe railroad. Her mother had died so it was her responsibility to run the
household and help raise her brothers. She attended Turlock High School,
went to U.C. Berkeley and returned to Turlock to teach. She loved history
and continually interviewed people and recorded their stories.
This reprinting of the book is a joint project of the Centennial
Committee, Friends of the Library and the Turlock Historical Society and
was completed for the Centennial celebration of the 100th anniversary of
incorporation of the City of Turlock. The reprinted book contains 2 chapters
Hohenthal wrote that were omitted in the 1971 printing. While current
research has discovered small errors or omissions in the book, it is still our
primary source for research of the area and its settlers.
Cost $30.00

Turlock, a Historical Documentary
The Turlock Historical Society and Turlock Centennial Committee present
this historical film by Creation Lab Pictures. The documentary tells the
remarkable story of how Turlock came to be. From the time of the Yokuts to
present day, the film takes us through the story with family interviews, HD
photography and music.
Cost $25.00
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